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Standalone FXY: 
 
The new transaction FXY can be performed at any time, 
even if a PNR has not been priced yet. 
 
This transaction returns the lowest available fare for all 
the passengers in the lowest fare family and 6 upsell 
proposals, which are the lowest applicable fares in next 
higher fare families. Fares are computed in all cabins. 

 
 
The output consists of: 

- recall of the pricing input 
- the indication that the lowest fare is returned 

just below 
- a block of 4 elements including:  

o the proposal number and the fare 
computed (grand total fare including 
taxes and OB fees) 

o the PTC and the associated passenger 
o the fare component/segment/fare 

family 
- the indication that the Upsell proposals are 

returned further down  
- the block of 4 elements 
- line separating groups of upsell proposals. 

 
Passenger association is not allowed with FXY. An error 
message is returned:  
PARTIAL SELECTION OF PASSENGERS NOT ALLOWED  
  
 
 

Follow-up FXY: 
 
The new transaction FXY can also be performed as a 
follow-up of a pricing/best pricing transaction. In this 
case, the upsell is computed from the selected fare and 
returns proposals in higher fare families. 

 
The output is the same as that of the standalone, except 
that “current” is displayed instead of “lowest”. 
  
Interline 
In case of interline, the upsell is only computed on the 
fare components of the airline that have subscribed to 
the Upsell module. The lowest combinable fare is used on 
the other airlines. If one of the airline has not subscribed 
to the solution, an error message is 
returned:                                        
UPSELL NOT AVAILABLE FOR THESE CARRIERS      
 
FQF 
The FQF transaction can be performed at any time in 
order to see the characteristics of the proposed upsells. 
 
FXU/FXZ 
In order to book one of the proposed upsells, the FXU or 
FXZ transaction can be used. FXU will rebook the same 
way as the FXZ, but also create the corresponding TST. 
The line of the upsell proposal is targeted in the 
FXU/FXZ transaction.  
In case of multiple passengers in the PNR, all the 
corresponding upsell proposals have to be selected. 
Otherwise, an error message is returned. 
ALL SOLUTIONS ARE NOT IN SAME BOOKING CLASS 
 
Upsell in TST 
FXY will be stored in the TST header for ticketing offices, 
in order to accurately re-price before issuance. 
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Airline Fare Families in Amadeus 
Amadeus travel agencies can already book airline fare 
families via Amadeus and easily access important 
information on fare conditions, as well as services and 
options associated to a specific fare family. Thanks to the 
introduction of the upsell functionalities in August 2014, 
Amadeus travel agents will benefit from automated 
upgrade proposals and will be able to easily offer their 
customers more comfort and flexibility. 

How can I easily upsell? 

The new upsell functionalities include: 
- the price by fare family transaction 
- the upsell teaser, an additional appended 

message line returned upon any pricing/best 
pricing transaction that highlights the price 
difference between the priced fare and the 
lowest fare in the next higher fare family. 

- the upsell transaction that returns up to 6 
proposals in the next higher fare families from 
an already priced or not PNR. 

Once the teaser or the various upsell proposals have 
been displayed, it is possible to easily rebook the PNR in 
the proposed fare. 

Benefits  

All Amadeus travel agencies worldwide will benefit from 
the ability to easily upsell for those airlines that have 
subscribed to the solution. Thanks to an easy flow, they 
will be able to offer to their customers higher fares that 
bring more value (additional services, more flexibility, 
extra mileage accrual…). They will also be able to easily 
rebook in the proposed fares. 
  
To view the list of airlines that have already subscribed 
for the display and/or upsell module, travel agents can 
use the  FQN AFF/CXR command . 

Where can I easily upsell? 

The upsell functionalities are available in: 
- cryptic as of Aug14 
- Amadeus Selling Platform Connect 17.1SP1 

(JUN14) 
- web services as of version 13.1 (Sep 2014) 
Fare_PriceUpsellPNR  
Fare_PriceUpsellWithoutPNR  
Fare_RebookAndCreateTST 

 

 

Key Features 

The upsell teaser for cryptic users: 

 

The Upsell teaser is returned upon any pricing/best 
pricing transaction (FXP, FXX, FXB, FXA).  
 

 
 
It is a new appended message line that returns: 
 

- the price difference between the returned fare 
and the lowest available fare in the next higher 
fare family. The Grand total of the priced fare is 

compared with the Grand total of the proposal  
in the teaser. 

- the fare family name of the proposed fare. 
- follow-up commands: 

o FQF/TS to see the Initial/Teaser fare 
family description 

o FXU/TS to rebook the PNR in the 
upsell proposal   

o FXY to see the entire list of upsell 
proposal. 

  
The pricing options used in the initial pricing are the ones 
used in order to compute the teaser proposal. Discounts 
are applied, if applicable. 
 
The teaser is not returned upon a pricing with a list 
option and when the PNR includes several fares priced 
with different PTCs. 
 
In case an teaser cannot be computed, the following 
message is returned: UPSELL: PLEASE USE FXY   
 
In the case of pricing (FXP/FXX), the teaser returns a 
proposal in the same booking class as the one of the 
booked PNR, where in best buy situations (FXA/FXB) all 
available fares are computed. 
 
The option FXU/TS allows travel agencies to 
automatically rebook the PNR in the fare proposed in the 
Upsell teaser. The TST is created and ready for ticket 
issuance using the teaser proposal for all passengers.  
 

The Upsell transaction for cryptic users: 
 
A new transaction – FXY, has been created in order to 
request an upsell proposal. This new transaction can be 
used as standalone or follow-up: 

- for standalone, it is combinable with any pricing 
options as supported by best pricer 

- as follow-up, it is combined only with the 
selected line number. 

 
The upsell transaction computes for the lowest or the 
targeted fares up to 6 available upsell proposals 
considering all the passengers in the same fare family.  
 


